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Available Women’s Ministry Courses 

Women’s Ministry Track 

Becoming a Facilitator 

This handbook equips students to become facilitators using the methods BEE World 

employs. 

Available languages/formats: English (print/IBS); Arabic (PDF/IBS); Chinese 

(PDF/IBS); Vietnamese (PDF/IBS); Punjabi (PDF); Urdu (PDF); Burmese (PDF) 

Bible Study Methods  

This course uses both oral and written methods to teach inductive Bible study methods.  

Available languages/formats: English (print, for BEE Women’s Ministry facilitators only 

at this time) 

Character of God  

This course introduces the character of God and emphasizes women in ministry 

developing and maintaining godly habits of daily quiet time, prayer, and outreach.  

Available languages/formats: English (print); Chinese (PDF); Hindi (PDF); Punjabi 

(PDF) 

Christian Family  

This course introduces a biblical approach to loving and raising children for the glory of 

God. It coaches students in practical issues of parenting children at major stages in their 

development.  

Available languages/formats: English (print/IBS) 
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Healing the Wounds of Trauma: How the Church Can Help  

This optional course shows women that past traumas left undealt with wound the soul and 

hinder ministry. After working toward healing from some personal traumas, women learn 

to partner with their churches to meet the needs of other hurting people.  

Available languages/formats: English (print/IBS); Chinese (PDF); Hindi (PDF/IBS); 

Punjabi (PDF) 

Marriage  

BEE’s first course on marriage, published in 1998, helps students understand the biblical 

pattern for marriage, examine some of the practical implications, and develop attitudes, 

skills, and habits to enrich marriage. 

Available languages/formats: English (print/IBS); Arabic (PDF/IBS); Vietnamese (PDF); 

Hindi (PDF); Punjabi (PDF); Urdu (PDF); Burmese (PDF) 

Principles of Evangelism and Discipleship  

This course deepens a women's knowledge of the basic tenets of the Christian walk. 

Students learn to write and present their testimony and how to share their faith with 

others. They also study the mentor-student relationship and are encouraged to disciple 

others. 

Available languages/formats: English (print/IBS) 

 

 


